
Brisk temperatures and a return to the past have

brought fur back in style
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By Alessia Sara Domanico

Elegant or cruel? The debate 
surrounding fur in fashion has
drawn a dividing line between
designer camps that are either
for it or fervently against it.
When we think of fur’s more
popular moments, images of 
its style heyday come to mind
such as that of Elizabeth Taylor 
collapsing into the snow in a fit
of laughter, wearing only her 
silk nightgown and a chocolate
brown mink coat, or a young
Shirley MacLaine decked out in
an all-pink fox ensemble with a
pink hairdo to match in What a
Way to Go!
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While the times have indeed changed, what we continuously see
in fashion is that vintage is ‘in’ and, after all, what’s more 

old-school than a rabbit’s stole for the evening or a big fur coat 
like Carrie Bradshaw (Sex in the City) rocked on many a cool 
New York afternoon?

This season, many leading designer brands used fur as an
accent piece, rather than the main attraction. Whether real or faux,
our tip is to embrace the trend for the coming season and use it to
enhance an outfit as we’ve seen on the runway. Start by looking at the
storied Italian house of Fendi, which has long championed an
expertise in fur. For the winter collection, Creative Directors Silvia
Venturini Fendi and Karl Lagerfeld chose to showcase this know-
how with furry sleeves that popped out from wool coats — a definite
shift from your classic black duster. Aside from the obvious winter
coat staple, look for ensemble pieces that incorporate a fur trim to be
seasonally appropriate. Missoni added fur to the bottoms of skirts
and dresses, Burberry put it on shirt and jacket collars, Longchamp
added it onto the top flaps of their new handbags and the sleeves of
their leather gloves, and Roberto Cavalli and Stuart Weitzman put it
on shoes and boots.

The addition of a fur wrap or scarf atop an evening outfit is a
classic finishing touch, as is a fur beret or headpiece to keep warm
during a chilly post-dinner stroll. The contrast between fur and a
soft, formal fabric is an alluring combination which we saw best at
Michael Kors with his cabin-meet-glam themed collection. The
Project Runway judge paired transparent Chantilly lace dresses with
sleeveless silver fox peacoats to great effect. “The industry is 
doing things with fur that you could never have imagined 15 years 
ago,” attests Philippe Deborceau, Chairman of the British Fur 
Trade Association. 

It is indeed an exciting time for this luxe entity as it enters a
new and more sober era of style. Whether you’re in camp ‘yes’ or
camp ‘no,’ there are plenty of real and faux options to go around and
in the end, you’ve got to love how it makes you look and feel!
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1. Escada

2.Tod's

3. Nina Ricci

4. Burberry

5. Brunello Cucinelli

6. Alexander Mcqueen

7. Louis Vuitton

8. Gucci

9. Hermès

10. Michael Kors

11. Fendi

12. Maxmara

13. Versace

14. Longchamp

15. Agnona

16. Ports 1961

17. Cruciani

18. Stuart Weitzman
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